Infinity to the power of Infinity intro

Full length movie- “INFINITY TO THE POWER OF INFINITY”-

UFO Attack from INNER SPACE

Infinity growing out of infinite possibilities of uncertainty

Infinity Consciousness and the Chess Board

Infinity in everyday life and mathematics

Consciousness as Part of the Infinite Universe

Fantasy is a Reality

We must NOT set our boundaries of the universe or thought by the limits of our observations

Electrons are not a base particle, electrons are all different, Infinitesimal Universe

Perception of the reality of Infinity is the next step in Human Evolution

Infinity in Sports

Mathematicians fear infinity

Time is Infinite

No two Electrons are the same,

How to Embrace Infinity

What we trully are as humans

Small minded scientists

There is no such thing as noise, it is only information we do not understand

Science thru a child’s mind can see infinity and infinitesimal

Humbling trip thru the universe

What is Reality, Sensory input, Science, Fantasy, Meditation, Consciousness or all of the above
So far boundaries of the universe have been set by the limits of observation. Each boundary has fallen to technology looking farther and smaller. The default mode of scientific belief should be that there are no boundaries. Thus we should surmise an infinite and infinitesimal universe.

Thus the Universe must be Assumed to be Infinity to the Power of Infinity, until there is Conclusive Proof.

In Nature We See NO Two Things Completely the Same. The Wise Man Says He Can Not Step into the Same Stream Twice, It is Always Different. With 10 to the 29th electrons in a human body, it would be ludicrous to think that all electrons are the same.

All things have some type of Consciousness as there is a collective unconscious, entangled and entwined universe.

Humans have a special form of consciousness with words as a kicker.

Animals have now been seen to have consciousness, and it is wrong to think of consciousness as only words, let alone English Words.

But there are very many small minded scientist clinging to words, ignorance and boundaries while desperately fearing infinity.

Perception and embracing infinity is the next step in human mental evolution.

It is said in Buddhism that the Power of the Human Mind is Unknowable and Infinite.

There should be no boundaries to human endeavor.

In fifth grade we are taught We are made of atoms, atoms have electrons in their outer shells

Electrons Repel, thus Atoms Never Touch

In Human Body there are over 10 to the 27th power Electrons.

No human has ever directly perceived the true nature of our body electric

We make gross rounds off and estimates to allow us to live in this world.

This allows us to hunt and eat

This allows us to play sports

This allows us to catch the football.

If we divide 1 by 3 we get 0.33333333333333333333333333333... to infinity

We round it off to allow us to deal with the real world

This is the chessboard we live in and work in

There are irrational numbers like pi
3.1415926535897932384... not repeating to infinity

There are imaginary numbers like the sq root of -1
We live in a world of infinity to the power of infinity
Where we are forced to round off numbers to live, play and work
If we can first just expand our minds to accept the reality of
infinity to the power of infinity
then we can remove the limits of perception
then we can see that obstacles exist only in the mind
we can do anything it just takes time
It is often difficult to educate a child about the beauty of an open mind when he is a prisoner of societal conformity
It is often difficult to educate a scientist about the beauty of an open mind when he is a prisoner of science societal conformity
The world is full of people who have never, since childhood,
met an open doorway with an open mind
Your assumptions are your windows on the world.
Scrub them off every once in a while, or the light won't come in
Your Mind has door. Infinity is the password to open it
And as you embrace the concept of infinity your personal power will increase
And barriers will fall as your power grows

Question 1: What is the NUMBER of elements in the set of Whole Numbers?
Answer: INFINITY

Question 2: What is the NUMBER of elements in the set of Even Whole Numbers?
Answer: INFINITY

The distinct mathematical answer is INFINITY

But the 1st question should have twice the elements of the second question, or is the answer the same.
Clearly all INFINITIES are not equally in calculation representation but the end is still INFINITY

Would Infinity 1 divided by Infinity 2 equal 2?
Positive Infinity can be equal to negative infinity or unequal
Infinity is undefined
Infinity is not a real number, not a rational or even irrational number

Infinity is a concept, but instead of calling it a concept number

I will call it an AWAKENING NUMBER

Because it awakens an intelligence based on a humility in you

The smartest day of my intellectual life was when I came to be humble and recognize what I did not know rather than the false pride of arrogance

Infinity awakens in you an awareness of diversity so that you reduce bigotry

You may hate Hitler but do not need to hate all Germans

You may dislike Timothy McVeigh but you do not need to dislike all white Christians

You may hate Trump but you do not need to hate all arrogant, bigoted assholes.

Well maybe you should do that

Infinity should be the default setting in our belief on the boundary limits of the universe. The default setting of belief of extent of the universe should be infinite as well as infinitesimal. We call it ‘INFINITY TO THE POWER OF INFINITY’

But this aside for now, let’s discuss what we absolutely do know.

There are laws in science that apply in the area of their concern but not always elsewhere

Like the laws of chess apply on the chess board but not off of it

In fifth grade we are taught We are made of atoms, atoms have electrons in their outer shells

Electrons Repel, thus Atoms Never Touch

No one, at least no sane person in the world can intelligently debate this

NO ONE

Electrons Repel, thus Atoms Never Touch

Thus nothing really ever touches anything

You cannot touch the chair you are sitting in

The electron and proton is so small that we are so little mass

What we are is energy fields

No one has ever perceived this atomic structure true nature of the human body

NO ONE
We are all locked into our minds, we are stuck with dealing solely with our sensory perceptions.

In some Human Bodies there are over 10 to the 27th power Electrons. an unimaginable immense number. An undebatable scientific fact.

Consciousness pervades this universe with an entwined, entangled collective unconscious connectivity.

With this much fractal vast unperceived complexity and enormous immeasurability, we need to think just what are we and what do we arrive at by realizing what we truly are.

With this massive number of electrically charged electrons and protons we need to first accept there is a body electric.

We must accept that we are unimaginably complex and we live in a more massive immeasurable universe.

This makes us learn to embrace diversity and tolerate differences in a vastly complex universe.

All things have a level of consciousness.

You do not create the universe you live in, you perceive it, you interpret it.

There are barriers and you must obey certain laws on your chess board.
There is no law of attraction, there is an effect of belief and attraction

There is a law of interpretation

You awake in this vastness with a human consciousness and you interpret your place in it

Your consciousness is the center of your universe

You can choose to be conceited and selfish in your universe

Or choose to be compassionate and share with others

There are boundaries in your world you must deal with

You do not create your world you interpret your perceptions of the world

Enlightenment is but to still the mind’s chatter long enough to perceive the universe free from attachments, like greed, anger, and delusions

Long enough to perceive that even the perception of self is a false belief

Long enough to see that there is no self and that we all are one and when you do for others you are doing for yourself, the cosmos contained in your consciousness

Long enough to see that the true riches of life are in honor, integrity and compassion

There will be some who will choose selfishness and become psychopaths

We must constantly guard against allowing them to hurt others

We call INFINITY an AWAKENING NUMBER

Because it awakens an intelligence based on a humility in you

The smartest day of my intellectual life was when I came to be humble and recognize what I did not know rather than the false pride of arrogance

1. By recognizing the vastness you need to be humble before a vast universe
2. Embrace diversity and let go of bias, prejudice, and bigotry
3. You need to see that you are energy and
4. See the delusion of money and find true value in ethics, honor, compassion and integrity
5. See you are entwined to others, so do NOT unto others what you do NOT want done to you
6. Clean your eyes of delusion, and you can see the infinite